ETSU Emergency Notification Systems

Purpose of the Alert Warning System

The alert warning system is intended to alert the campus community to emergencies that could affect the health & safety of personnel on the ETSU and VA Campuses. The system consists of strategically placed sirens that warn the university community in the event of an emergency, such as a severe weather event.

The most likely threat to the campus community is severe weather, but other causes may include the unlikely occurrences of an environmental hazard or other emergencies. The underlying intent for sounding the sirens, as well as the voice messages that follow, is the same in all emergencies: “Seek shelter now and obtain more information.” The siren/voice message system acts in conjunction with other emergency information systems ETSU has in place (ETSU Gold Alert text messaging system [LINK to GoldAlert Registry] and the ETSU Alert page on the ETSU website).

The installation of the siren warning system is all about readiness, and it is one more step the University is taking toward ensuring that students, faculty, staff, and visitors can pursue higher education and attend special events in the safest possible environment.

About the Siren and Voice Messages

The speakers are equipped with both siren/tone and voice command capabilities. When the warning system is activated, a brief siren/tone will be transmitted, followed by voice instructions, and then a longer siren/tone.

Whenever an emergency poses a direct threat to the university community, the system will warn the campus with siren sounds followed by an instructional message. For example, during an inclement weather event (i.e. tornado) the siren will sound followed by the following message: **Attention! Life-threatening situation. A tornado has been sighted in the area. Seek shelter inside or take cover immediately. Stay away from windows and doors.** These warnings will continue sounding until the coast is clear. At that point the following “all clear” message will sound: **Attention! All clear. All clear. ETSU Public Safety has issued an all clear. Resume regular activities.**

The siren system uses pre-recorded messages, but also may be used to directly communicate, similar to a PA type system, in order to communicate a threat not identified by the prerecorded messages.
It is important to remember that the sirens will only sound when the campus is at immediate risk. For example, the sirens will not sound every time there is a tornado warning in Washington County, but they will sound when there is a tornado warning that directly impacts ETSU. The system will not be used for anything other than immediate threats to the health & safety of the campus community.
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